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INTRODUCTION
The subject of this paper is the study of rational projective surfaces which
arise as embeddings of blowing-ups of 1P2 at a set of distinct points PI' ... , Ps '
via linear systems of curves passing through the P;'s.
The surfaces we study take the name of Veronesean Surfaces because they
can be viewed as projections of Veronese Surfaces V r 2 ~ IP N (images of 1P2 via
its r-uple embedding in lPN, where N = C~ 2) -1) from points on the surface.
In the first section we study a particular class of these surfaces (introduced
by Bordiga in [B] and then described by White in [W.2]), the White Surfaces.
The ideal of these surfaces can be related to that of PI' ... , P, in a particularly
nice way.
In the second section we prove that the general Veronesean Surfaces are
projectively Cohen-Macaulay (i.e. that their homogeneous ideals are perfect).
The last section is dedicated to the "fake" White surfaces, which are
obtained by blowing up points that are not in generic position.
This work constitutes part of my Ph.D. Thesis at Queen's University, under
the supervision of Prof. A.V. Geramita who I would like very much to thank
for his help.
• Supported by C.N.R. while at Queen's University, Kingston.
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O. NOTATIONS, PRELIMINARIES
Let's consider the linear system of curves of degree t"2: 2 in 1P2; the map
¢: 1P2-+IP N associated with it (where N=C~2)-I) gives an embedding of
1P 2 as a surface VI~ lPN, of degree t2; ¢ is called the Veronese embedding.
The ideal of these embedded surfaces has been well studied, and is known
to be perfect (see [Go], [G)).
Now let PI' ... , P, E 1P2 be s distinct points. Consider the blowing-up X, of
1P2 at the Pi'S and the rational map:
¢I : ----- -+IP'
associated to the linear system: IDI I= ItEo- E I - ... - E, IEPic X, where
r= hO(DI ) -1, E I , ... , E, are the exceptional divisors and Eo is the strict trans-
form of a line in 1P2 which does not contain any of the P;'s.
The following facts are known about ¢I:
1) ¢I is a morphism ~ @x(DI ) is generated by its global sections.
2) s=C~I) and hO(DI_I)=O =? ¢I is a morphism.
3) s = (t ~ 1), hO(DI _ I ) =0 and no tof the points are on a line =? ¢I is an
embedding (i.e. @ADI ) is very ample).
4) S::5 ( t ~ 1), the Pi'S are in generic position and no t of the points are on
a line =? ¢I is an embedding.
5) s::5N - 5 and the P;'s are generic =? ¢I is an embedding.
6) s=N-4, N-3 and ¢I is an embedding =? t=3 or 4.
For 1) see [Ha]; 2) comes from 1) and [G-M]; 3) and 6) come from [D-G.2];
4) directly from 3); for 5) a proof has been announced by A. Hirschowitz and
should appear in [HL2].
Hence for s distinct points PI' ... , Ps' s<N-3, we have surfaces VI,s=
= ¢I(XS) c IP' (note that we have to consider the closure of ¢I(XS) because ¢I
could be not defined on all X s) with r=N-s"2:3; such surfaces can also be
seen as projections of VI~ IP N from s points on it (see [Gil. chapter 0), and
their degree is t2 - s.
Following T.G. Room, [R], the surfaces VI,S will be referred to as Verone-
sean Surfaces.
The following table lists the VI,S ~ IP' for the first few values of t, r; the v
means that the surface is never smooth; note that V2, 2 ~ 1P 3 is smooth (it is a
quadric of 1P 3) , but in this case ¢2 is not an embedding: the line through the
points PI>P2 has only one point as its image.
Many of the Veronesean Surfaces are well known, e.g. if we assume that the
P;'s are in generic position, we have:
V2 I = Rational normal cubic scroll in 1P4•
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Table 1
t\ r 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
2 V2, 2 V2, 1 V2
3 V3, 6 V3,5 V3•4 V3, 3 V3, 2 V3, 1 V3
4 V4,lI V4, 1O V4, 9 V4, 8 V4, 7 V4, 6 V4,s V4, 4 V4, 3 V4, 2 V4, I V4
5 Vs: 17 VS: 16 VS, IS VS, 14 VS, 13 VS, I2 VS,lI VS, 1O VS, 9 VS, 8 VS, 7 VS, 6
V3,s=Del Pezzo Surfaces, of degree 9-s in 1P9 - s, s=O, ... ,6.
(In particular, V3, 6 is the smooth cubic surface in 1P 3) .
V4, 10 = Bordiga Surface, of degree 6 in 1P4 , see [B), [R], [W.I).
VI,(t~l)= White Surfaces, of degree (~) in IP I , see [W.2], [S-R).
The Del Pezzo surfaces are known to be projectively C.M. (see [D)); we want
to show that all the surfaces VI,S are projectively C.M. when S::5 C+ 1) and
the points are "generic enough". 2
Let us now recall some results and definitions that we are going to use in the
sequel.
We work with projective schemes over an algebraically closed field k, and we
will write IP' for IPI.
If X is a surface and D a (Cartier) divisor on it, we will denote by @x(D) the
invertible sheaf associated to it, and by hi(D) the dimension of Hi(X, @x(D».
If X is the blowing-up of 1P2 at s points PI' ... , P, and Eo, E" ... , E, are as in
the introduction, then E5 = 1; El = -1 for i= 1, ... ,s; ErEj=O i,j=O, ... ,s,
i'* j and the canonical divisor K, is given by: K; = - 3Eo+E, + ... +Es •
Moreover (see [D) or [H. 1)):
0.1) If D·Eo<O then hO(D)=O.
0.2) If D·Eo?:' -2 then h2(D) =0.
0.3) If X~ 1P2 is the canonical map of the blowing-up and n *:Pic 1P2 --+
--+Pic X is the induced map, than if § EPic 1P2, h i(1P2, §) = hi(X, 7r*§) Vi.
Let ZC 1P2 be the (reduced) subscheme of 1P2 given by the P;'s, !Ck[w" W2' W3)
the homogeneous ideal associated to it and .!Iz its ideal sheaf; then we have
(see e.g. [Gi)):
i) Hi(tEo-E,- ... -Es) = Hi(.!IZ(t» = 0 VtEZ, Vi?:.O.
ii) The P;'s impose independent conditions to curves of degree t~H'(tEo-
-E,- '" -Es)=O.
We will say that a property is satisfied by a generic set {P" ... , Ps } of s distinct
point in 1P 2 if there is a non-empty open set in Hilb; (the Hilbert sheme of
O-dimensional subschemes of 1P 2 ) which represents sets of points with that
property).
A set of s points is said to be in generic position if it imposes independent
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conditions to curves of every degree (the set of points in generic position is open
in Hilb;, see [G-M)).
We begin, in the next paragraph, by analyzing the White surfaces (i.e. the
case s = ( t ~ 1) and the points in generic position) because a more detailed
description can be given of their ideals. These surfaces are interesting for the
study of curves in ,pr, see e.g. [Ra), [Gi).
1. WHITE SURFACES
The fact that for generic P;'s the White surfaces are projectively C.M. is
essentially contained in [W-2) and in [R), where their ideal, a determinantal
one, is described.
We thought it worthwhile to give, in this paragraph, a more modern proof
of this result, following White's and Room's ideas.
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let PI' ..• , e; s= C~ 1). t;:;:3. be distinct points of 1P2
not contained in any curve of degree t - 1. Then the White Surface Vt,s~ IP t is
projectively C.M. Its ideal is generated by t forms of degree 3 which are the
(3 x 3)-minors of a (3 x tv-matrix of linear forms.
PROOF. We are considering the image of f/>t : X, ..... lP t, where X, is the blowing-
up of 1P2 at the Pi'S. If ZCIP2 is the reduced scheme Z=PIU .•. UPs, and
WI' W2' w3 are homogeneous coordinates on 1P2 we know (e.g. see [Ga)) that the
homogeneous ideal I of Z in k[WI' W2' w3) is determinantal, and is generated by
the determinants of the (t x t)-minors of a matrix M whose entries are forms
of degree 1 in the w;'s; namely:
b=I, ... ,t
d=O, ... ,t
The image of X, \ (EIU ... UEs) under f/>t is the same as the image of
1P2 \ (PI U ... UPs) under f/>, the morphism associated to the linear system of
the plane curves of degree t through the Pi'S (see [Ha-V.4)).
This linear system can be generated by forms jj, ... ,ft, where/;= ( -1)iIMi l
and M, is the txt matrix obtained by erasing the (i + l)th column from M.
The function f/> : 1P 2 \ Z..... lP t is described by the value of Uo, ...,ft) at each
point Pe 1P2 \Z.
We now want to describe the ideal of the surface
If xo, ... , x, are homogeneous coordinates in IP t, let (xo, ... , Xt) = f/>(P) be the
image of PeIP2 \ Z, P=(whW2,W3); i.e. the x/s are proportional to the
fd(wl' w2' W3)'S.
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CLAIM 1. The vector (Xo, .••,X,) satisfies the system of linear equations:
I
(1) L Zb,d(P)xd=O for b= I, ... ,t.
d=O
PROOF. Every equation in (I), when Xd=Xd for d=O, ... ,t, is just the
determinant of the (t + 1) X (t + 1) matrix obtained by adding another row ,
(Zb,O' . . . , Zb.,), to the matrix M(P), i.e . the matrix obtained from M by evalu-
ating the forms Zb,d at P. •
If we now set:
3
Zb,d= L .A.abdWa .A.abdEk; b=I, ... ,t; d=O, .. . ,t
0=1
then we can rewrite (I) as:
I 3
(2) L L .A.abdWaXd=O b=I, ... ,t
d=O 0= 1
or:
3
(2') L Yab wa=0 b =I, ... , t
0=1
where Yab = L~=o .A.abdXd are forms of degree I in the x/so
We can view (2') as a system in the indeterminates Wa , which has a solution
for (xo, ... , x,) = (Xo, ... , X,); therefore its matrix of coefficients:
b= I, ... , t
a= 1,2,3
cannot have maximal rank at (Xo, ... , X,), i.e. the point (xo, .. . , x,) annihilates
all the maximal minors (3 X 3 minors) of M'.
So, let's consider the determinantal homogeneous ideal I' in the ring
k[xo, ... , x,], generated by the 3 x 3 minors of M'.
I' is the ideal of some subscheme VC [P', which contains the image of 1P2 \Z
under the map ¢J, because when (Wit W2' W3)*P;, i= 1, ... .s, the rank of M(P)
is t, so that the space of solutions in (2') has (affine) dimension I, uniquely
determining the point ¢J(w(, W2' W3)E IP'.
Hence V contains the quasi -projective scheme:
thus VI,S!: V because V is closed and V,.s is integral.
Since V is defined by the determinantal ideal 1', it is known that if V has
codimension t-3+ 1=t-2, then it is projectively C.M., of degree (~), see
[E-N] or [ACGH].
Since the degree of VI, s is exactly (~). we have that if dim V =2, then
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v= VI,S and we are done. So, what is left to show is that V does not contain
any component of dimension ~ 3.
There is another way to read the system (2') that is known classically as
projective generation of V. We can view the solutions of (2') as the locus of the
"meet" of the t hyperplanes with equations:
YlbWI+Yzbw2+Y3bw3=0 (b=I, ... ,f),
as the point (WI' W2, w3)=Pvaries in 1P2; i.e. our 1P2 becomes the parametrizing
space of t "sheaves" (= 2-dimensional projective spaces) of hyperplanes.
We know that for P E 1P2 \ Z the t hyperplanes meet in a single point,
namely ¢J(P), so when P moves in 1P2 \ Z, (2') describes VI,S \ ¢JI(E,U '" UEs)
exactly; hence V can have components of dimension ~ 3 only as meets of the
t hyperplanes corresponding to PE Z; i.e. what could happen is that for some
i E {I, ... ,s} the matrix M(Pi ) has rank t - 3 or less.
The proof of our proposition will thus be completed if we prove the following
claim:
CLAIM 2. The rank of M(Pi ) , for i= 1, ... .s, is exactly f-1.
This will imply that for such P;'s we get lines on V since the affine dimen-
sion of the space of solutions of (2') will in this case be = 2 (this is what we
should have expected: the lines correspond to the E;'s, the exceptional divisors
of X s ) '
PROOF OF CLAIM 2. The ideal 1=(/0' ... , ft) is locally a complete intersection
at every point p" ... , Ps ; moreover, for every Pi there is a pair Uil,ii2} C
~ {fo, .. ·,ft} generating I at P, i.e, in the local ring R'Pi (where ll3i is the
homogeneous prime ideal corresponding to the point Pi in the graded ring
R = k[w" w2, W3]'
SO, suppose that Pi is such that rank M(Pi) 5, f - 2. Consider the corre-
sponding iil,ii2 such that:
(iii' ii2) .R'Pi = I· R'Pi'
Now consider the ideal J = (ii" ii2) : I. We have that J is generated by the
maximal minors of the matrix obtained by erasing the columns containing iii
and In in M and then transposing (see e.g. [Ga] or [P-S)).
If rank M(Pi) 5, f - 2, then Pi annihilates all the minors of size (f - 1)X tt- 1)
of M(Pi), hence it annihilates, in particular, all the generators of J. So Pi
belongs to the scheme We 1P2 defined by J.
But J. R'Pi = (ii" ii2)' R'Pi : I· R'Pi = I· R'Pi : I· R'Pi = R'Pi and that means that
Pif$ W. Hence rank M(Pi) must have been ~f-l, because !j(Pi)=O
Vj=O, ... .t. •
REMARK. As we noticed in § 0, at point 3), it is known that if, in the
hypothesis of Proposition 1.1, we add the condition that no t of the points are
on a line, then ¢JI is an embedding and so the surface VI,S is smooth.
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If, instead, t of the points are on a line L = {h = O}, then we can choose the
forms defining II to be: (fo,hg!, ... ,hgl), where gl, ... ,gl are t independent
forms of degree t - I through the C~ I) -t = (~) points not on L, and fo is
an irreducible form of degree t.
Is now clear that ¢(P) = (I , 0, ... ,0) for any point PeL \ Z, i.e. the image of
the strict transform L of the line L is a single point Qe VI,S' which will have
multiplicity t-I for VI,S' because it is a (t-l)-fold point for the hyperplane
sections through it which are images of curves of the type: L U {gj= O}, in fact,
the t - 1 points of L n {gj=O} collapse to Q; while it has multiplicity at least
t for the irreducible curves of II' on which the t points on L go to Q.
2. COHEN-MACAULAYNESS OF THE VERONESEAN SURFACES
We will now make use of the result of Prop. 1.1 to prove something more
general, namely:
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let PI' ." , P, be s points in generic position in 1P2, such
that no t of them are on a line and s s; (t ~ 1).
Then the Veronesean surface VI,S associated to them is projectively C.M.
PROOF. Notice that in our hypothesis the map ¢I is actually an embedding by
§ 0, point 4).
We will work by induction on r, the dimension of the projective space IP' in
which VI s is embedded.
If r=4 we have, in 1P4 , (see Tab. 1):
V4, 1O ' the Bordiga surface, which is projectively C.M. by Prop. 1.1.
V3, 5 ' a Del Pezza surface which is the complete intersection of two quadrics
(hence projectively C.M., see also [0]).
V2, l ' a rational cubic scroll, which is well known to be projectively C.M.
So we are done for r=4,3 (for r=3, every surface is projectively C.M.).
Now let r e: 5 and Vl,sC IP'. If t = r, then VI,S is a White surface, and we are
done by Proposition 1.1. 1
So assume t < r, hence s < ( t ~ ), and, since ¢I: x, --+ VI,S is an isomor-
phism, denote Fj=¢I(Ej ) for i=O, ... ,s.
The F;'s are lines for i = I, ... ,s, while Fo is a rational normal curve. Fo, ... , F,
generate the group Pic (VI,S)'
The surface VI,S is smooth, so it is projectively C.M. iff its hyperplane
sections are (this is a consequence of Hironaka's Lemma , see [Ha], page 264),
so consider one of these sections: He ItFo- F I - .. · -Fs l, Hs; IP,-I.
Let P H Ie 1P 2 be such that PI' ... , Ps + I are generic and no t of them are on
a line. Consider the point Q=¢I(Ps+I) on VI,S and project the surface from Q
onto the hyperplane of H .
The surface V that we obtain this way is (see e.g. [Gi], ch 0) just the surface
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V"s+1= <Pt(Xs+ 1), where Xs+ I is the blow-up of /p2 at PI' ,.. , Ps+I; so, by in-
duction hypothesis, Vl: /pr-I will be projectively C.M.
We have H l: V because the projection from Q is just the identity on H,
and if F l, ...,F; + I are the images via <P, of the exceptional divisors on Xs+I,
and Fo is the projection of Fo, the F;'s generate the group Pic (V) and
He ItFo-Fi-'" -F;I .
To show that H is projectively C.M. amounts to showing that:
(I) h l(9H(n»=0 Vne Z,
where 9 H is the ideal sheaf of H in /pr-I.
If n sO, (1) is trivially true. So assume n > 0, and consider the exact sequence:
(*) 0-+9v(n)-+9H(n)-+9H• v(n)-+O
where 9 v is the ideal sheaf of Yin /pr-I and 9 H v= iV'v( - H) is the ideal sheaf
of H as a subscheme of V.
Since V is projectively C.M., we have:
h l(9v(n»=h2(9v(n»=0 VneZ
and so, by (*):
h l(9H(n»=h l(9H,v(n» Vne Z.
Hence (1) becomes:
(2) hl(iV'v(nH'-H»=O Vn>O
where H' e ItFo- Fi- ... - F;+ II is a hyperplane section of V.
For n = 1 we have:
For n =2, consider the divisor:
2H'-H=tFo-Fl - '" -F;-2F;+I'
Since s + 1s ( t ~ 1) and the Pi'S are in generic position, we have that
h l(iV'v((t-l)Fo-Fi-'" -F;+I)=O. So, we write 2H'-H=D'+D"=
=«t-l)Fo-Fl - ..· -F;+I)+(Fo-F;+I)' and let LeIFo-F;+11 (L is the
strict transform of a line through PH I in /p2).
Now consider the exact sequence:
(**) 0-+ iV'v(D')-+@v(2H'-H)-+ @L(2H'-H)-+0.
Since deg @L(2H' - H) >0, we have hI ( iV'L(2H' - H» =0 (L is a rational
curve). So, by (**), h l(2H'-H) =0 and we are done for n =2.
If n;;::3 we proceed by induction.
Consider the exact sequence:
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We have h l«n-l)H'-H)=O by induction hypothesis, and, since s<
<C~I):
deg @H,(nH'-H)=(n-l)t2-(n-l)s-n>(n-l)t2-n - C~ 1)(n -1).
It is now an easy computation to see that this degree is, for n ~ 3, always
greater than 2g(H') - 1=2C; 1) - 1 and hence that h I(@H,(nH' - H» =O.
By (**), we now have that hl(nH'-H)=O Vn.•
3. "FAKE" WHITE SURFACES
We want to consider what happens if we try to repeat the previous con-
struction for special sets of points; namely let PI' ... , Ps ' s= C~1). t~4, be
s generic points on a smooth curve of degree t - I C ~ 1P2•
Consider the linear system of curves of degree t through Ph ... , P, and let us
use the same notation as in the previous sections.
The rational map ¢I: X s- - - --+ Vl,sC IP I is a morphism. In fact, the ideal I is
generated in degrees -st; namely: 1= (/1-1 (f)/I) , (see [D-G.2], prop. 1.3). So,
#z(t) is generated by its global sections and ¢I is a morphism by § 0, point 1).
We want to study these "non generic" surfaces ¢I(XS) = VI,S' and in parti-
cular we want to show that (apart from the cases t =4, 5) they are smooth, but
not projectively C.M. (see also [R], 14.11). We begin with a lemma:
LEMMA 3.1. With the assumptions above, let r=¢I(C), where C~Xs is the
strict transform of C. Then:
i) for t = 4, ¢4 is 1 - 1 except for pairs of points in C; namely r is a line,
double on V4 10' and (C, (4) is a double covering of that line.
ii) for t = 5, ¢5 is 1- 1 except for three pairs of points on C; namely r is a
plane quintic with three nodes and ¢5 is 1- 1 on C, except for those points
giving the three nodes.
iii) for t~6, ¢I is an embedding.
PROOF. On 1P2 \ Z the map ¢ associated to our linear system can be written
(choosing the appropriate homogeneous coordinates in IP I ) as
where the w/s are homogeneous coordinates in 1P2, not zero on the P/s,
g E 11_ \l {g =O} = C and the Ji's are t - 2 independent forms in II which do not
contain g as a factor (i.e. g and the Ji's generates I, see [G-M)).
Let P be a point in 1P2 \ C, and suppose there exists another point Q in
1P2\ Z which has the same image under ¢. Then Q $ C, because ¢(P) does not
have the first three coordinates = O. But, outside C, ¢ can also be given by
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(WI' WZ, W3' 11/g, ·.·,ft _z/.g), and an easy application of the Jacobian criterion
shows that t/J is an embedding on IP z \ C. So ¢(P) = ¢(Q) implies P = Q.
Since ¢ is an embedding on IPz- C, ¢t is an embedding on X, - {CU
UEIU ... UEs}. On each Ei, the morphism ¢tlE is an embedding too, since(
EdtEo-EI- ... -Es)= 1.
Then it is impossible that Q=I=CnEI , because we can choose thefi's as to
have ¢t(P) = (0, 0, ... ,0, 1) since the passage through n(P) imposes one con-
dition to the forms in It = (gWI,gwZ,gW3,f1' ... ,ft-z),
But in order to have ¢t(Q) = ¢t(P) the strict transforms of the curves
{gWi=O} should all pass through Q, and this is impossible (Wi=1=°at PI and Q
parametrizes a line through PI that is not tangent to C).
Let's check that also in the case that P E E, - C and Q E Er C, i =1= j, it is
impossible that ¢t(P) =¢t(Q).
If P and Q parametrize the same line, namely the line L joining Pi and Pj ,
consider the strict transform Lc:x; We have ILl = IEo-EI-Ezl and so ¢tl£
is an embedding because L is rational and £.(1Eo-EI-· .. -Es)=t-22:.1
(since re 3).
Now let P and Q parametrize different lines, say L = {h = O} and L {= {h' = O}.
Then we can choose a basis for It this way: {hg, h'g, Wig.!I,'" ,ft-z} where the
fi's have L, L' as tangents in Pi> P, respectively.
Then ¢t(P) = {O, a,b,O, ... ,O} and ¢t(Q) = {c,0, d,O, ... , O}, with a,b, c,d=l=O,
hence ¢t(P) =1= ¢t(Q).
Therefore we have proved that if there are two points in X, with the same
image under ¢t, they both must lie on C.
Now let's see how ¢t operates on C.
On C the curves of It cut out a (complete) linear series of degree
d=t(t-1)-C~1)= tZ~3t.
Since the genus of C is
= (t-2) = tZ-5t+6
g 2 2'
we have that d-g=t-3, so that for t2:.6 we have d2:.g+3. Then (see e.g.
[ACGH], I, D - 3), since the P/s are generic on C, we have that ¢t Ie is an
embedding.
This in turn implies (from what we have seen above) that ¢t is 1- 1.
In order to complete the proof of iii) we have to check that r and the lines
F, = ¢t(Ei) do not contain any pinch point for Vt,s (here t2:.6).
Since PI' ... , Ps- I are generic on C, they impose independent conditions to
curves of degree t - 1, and no t of them are collinear, so the linear system of
all curves of degree t through them defines, on the blow-up X s _ I of IPz at
PI' ... , Ps- I, an embedding iiit: X s- Ie-.. Vt s-I c IP t+ I.
Vt,s can be viewed as the closure of the image of Vt,s-I \ {Q} into IP t via the
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projection p from the point Q= ¢t(Ps), as we have done in § 2. Hence we have
the commutative diagram:
We want to show that p is actually an isomorphism on Vt,s _ 1 \ {Q}, so that
Vt,s is smooth outside Fs. If we prove that much we will be done, because we
can repeat the same procedure choosing another of the Pi' to obtain that Vt,s
is also smooth on Fs .
Let C, Eo, E 1, ••• , Es_ 1 be the strict transforms of C, Eo and the exceptional
lines on X s - 1' respectively. If the projection p produces a pinch point on its
image, then there should exist a point PE Vt,s-I (either on r=¢t(C) or on
some of the Pi = ¢t(Ei» such that one tangent line L at Vt,s-l in P contains Q.
Suppose that PEr and P ~ s., i = 1, ... , s - 1. By an abuse of notation let P
also indicate the corresponding point in 1P 2•
Then the Jacobian map of ¢J must have rank = 1 at P. So consider its minor
(where gi= ag1aWi):
M=
M has rank precisely = 1 at P, and the tangent vector to Cat P is sent to zero
by multiplication by M. This implies that the line L is the tangent line at ron
Vt,s-I (see Fig. 3.1). But this is impossible because in this case r~ Vt,s would
have a cusp, contradicting the fact that ¢Jt Ie is an embedding.
Now let PEEi, for some i= 1, ... ,s-I. The tangent plane at Vt,s-I in P, Tp ,
contains Ei, so it meets r in Einr and in Q. These are the only points in
r.or. because otherwise either r.or is a multisecant line for r, and so
rc: Vt,s would be singular (which is impossible), or TpC n where n is the
(t - 2)-dimensional space containing r, but this is not the case since Ei '*' n,
Consider ,o/"v IE' the restriction to Ei of the projectivized tangent bundle of,
Vt,s-I'
Two cases are possible:
a) Each fiber of ,o/"v lEi (i.e. each tangent plane Tp ) meets r in a point.
b) Only a finite number of fibers Tp meet r.
In case a) either all the tangent planes meet r at Q (in which case we can
choose another point Q since P, was generic on C) or the Tp's define a gl on
r. This latter case is impossible because r is not rational. Case b) can also be
excluded by the genericity of Ps •
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Since the same construction can be repeated for all the E/s, we have that
we can exclude the possibility that points like P exist on Vt,s-I' So <Pt is an
embedding and iii) is proved.
Now let us consider the special cases t =4,5. If t =4 then s =10 and
C= {g=O} is a cubic; the ideal I is generated by g and two forms fl'/2 of
degree 4, which we can choose to be irreducible.
The map <P on 1P2 \ Z is defined by:
(gWI'gW2' gW3' fl' h) =(Xo, XI' X2' X3' X4)'
SOr has support on the line {xo= XI = X2 = O} and <P4 is defined on C by the
gl that the quartics fl'/2 cut on C outside the P/s, i.e. (C, <P4) is a double
covering of the line.
The multiplicity of V4, IO at r has to be two, because the degree of its inter-
section with the divisors of <P4 is: C· (4Eo- E I - '" - E IO ) = 2, so i) is proved.
Let t =5; then s =15, C ={g =O} is a quartic and the ideal I is generated by
g and three forms fl'/2'/3 of degree 5, which again we can choose to be irre-
ducible. With the same procedure as before we can see that r is a plane curve
of degree 5 and <P is given on C by the g~ cut by our quintics outside the P/s.
Consider a divisor D E g~ and the conic A through D; A meets C in three
other points QIo Q2'Q3 and the conics through them cut out on C the same g~
given by our quintics. Notice that the Q/s cannot lie on a line L, otherwise the
conics giving the g~ are of the type LUL', where L' is a line, and the g~ would
be given by the canonical series (which is cut on C by lines) plus a fixed point
(the fourth intersection of the line L with C) this last is impossible since the
fixed point would be a zero for Is, and we have seen that I is generated in
degree 5.
Now consider the lines L;j through Q;, Qj, and the three reducible conics
through the Q/s: QI =L12UL13; Q2=L12UL23; Q3=L13UL23. These generate
the g~. The two points other than the Q/s in which the Lij's meet C will lie on
two of the Q/s, so they will have the same image in r. Hence rpossesses three
nodes, as expected, and this completes case ii). •
PROPOSITION 3.2. The surfaces Vt,s~ !p t, defined above are not projectively
C.M.
PROOF. It is easy to check that if a closed projective scheme is projectively
C.M., then its hyperplane sections are projectively C.M. also (if we factor out
a C.M. ring by a non-zero divisor, the quotient ring is still C.M.). We want to
show that a hyperplane section of Vt,s is not projectively C.M.
In particular, if H ~ Vt, s is a hyperplane section, we claim that if H is con-
tained in a quadric hypersurface of IP t - 1 then it is not projectively C.M.
In fact, H is a curve of degree (~) and arithmetic genus
(
t - l ) = t2-3t+2
2 2'
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so, by R.R. Theorem, we get:
hO(@H(2»=2(~) - C; 1) +1+h l(@H(2».
But, by considering the degree, we have that h I( @H(2» = 0, so:
hO(@H(2» = (~) + t= (t~1).
Consider the exact sequence (where #H is the ideal shaf of H in IP I - I ) :
O...... #H(2) ...... @IP,-J(2) ...... @H(2) ......O.
Since hO(@1P1-J(2»= C~ 1) =hO(@H(2» and h l(@IP,-,(2»=O, we have that if
H is projectively C.M. then
h I(# H(2» = hO(# H(2» = 0
i.e, H is not contained in any quadric.
So we will be done if we find a quadric hypersurface of !pI containing VI,S
(the hyperplane section of that quadric will be a quadric hypersurface of IP I - I
containing H).
We have already seen that we can choose coordinates in !pI such that flJt can
be written as: (gWI,gW2,gW3,fl> ... ,!t-2), where g=O is an equation of C, and
the /;'S are independent, irreducible forms in It. This choice shows that the
curve r= flJt(C) is contained in a linear subspace of dimension t - 3 of IPt.
There are C~2) -C; 1) = 3t quadrics in IP t containing a linear space of
dimension t - 3; so there are at least 3t quadrics containing r.
On Vt s the divisors cut by quadrics (sections of @v (2» come from divisors, t.s
of type D = 2tEo- 2£1 - ... - 2Es on Xs> and the ones that contain r split
(on X s) as:
We can compute the cohomology on X s, and we get
Therefore Vt,s is contained in at least 3t - 2t - 3 = t - 3 quadrics and so is not
projectively C.M. •
REMARK. There is a more direct way to "see" these t - 3 quadrics. Consider
the homogeneous ideal 1= ts.t; ...,/t_2) associated to the Pi'S. By the
Hilbert-Burch theorem (see e.g. [C.G.O.]) I is a determinantal ideal, and its
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generators can be given as the (I - 2) minors of a (I - 2) x (t - 1) matrix M of
forms whose degrees are :
2
1 2 3lI 2
1 2
Now consider the matrix M' obtained by adding to M a row that is just
another copy of its second row, say: (Lit L 2, .• . , L I - 2,Q).
The determinant of M' is trivially =0, so we get a relation (a syzygy of n,
of the type:
(1) L,/, +L2/2+ .. . +LI_2f1 _2+gQ=O
Multiplying (I) by g we get:
3 3
II ~ alj(Wjg) + ... +fr-2 1: al_2j(Wjg)+
i : I j~ I
3
L bij(w;g)(wjg) = O.
i, j= I
So, if (Xl' ••• ' XI + I) are the homogeneous coordinates in !pI that we have
chosen, we have that the points of VI ,S satisfy the equation:
3 3
X4 ~ aIjXj+ '" +XI+, 1: a l _2jXj+
j=1 j~ l
3
1: bijx;Xj=O.
i.j = I
This defines a quadric hypersurface containing our VI ,S and one can find, in
this way, 1- 3 quadrics in all containing VI, S'
The idea is that the generators of the ideal of VI, S correspond to syzygies of
the ideal I.
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